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It’s been big term for the Rec program with lots of

different things happening. We would like to thank the
parents, athletes and coaches for being a huge part in
making our program what it is. Thank you for making
the past term a great success! Here are a couple of
highlights of things that have been happening and

some things soon to come. 
 



REC CHALLENGE 
DAY

Thanks to everyone who came along to the first ever Rec
Challenge Day. It was a great success with coaches and
athletes all having a great time. We will be looking to run
this again next year with some small changes to make it

even better thanks to the feedback we have received
from families. All photos taken on the day are now up on
Facebook. Thanks to Darrell Pearce Photography for the

photographs. A link to Darrell’s website is below for
anyone who has other photography needs.  

Darrell Pearce Photography  

Lastly if you haven’t seen it already, have a look at the
video link below for a snapshot of the awesome fun we

had on the day. 
Rec Challenge Video   

Click here

Click here

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NvuOPItpapY
https://www.facebook.com/DarrellPearcePhotography/


1 HOUR REC IS COMING 
TO SUNDAYS!!

For everyone who has been trying to get in that second
lesson but can't find the time or can't make the 4pm

weekday sessions and do other sports on Saturday. We
have heard you and we are happy to announce that
Sunday 1 hour rec classes are now available. We

currently have 2 classes 11am-12pm and 12pm-1pm.
Enrolments are now open through the Parent Portal.

Classes will run the same as any other 1 hour rec class
however classes will be co-ed. Please call the office if

you have any questions. 
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NEW EVENT 
TERM 3 

From the fantastic response we had with Rec
Challenge Day, we thought that it would be good to

have a fun event for 2 hour+ rec athletes as well. This
would be for our Springers, Saulters, Twisters,

Tumblers, High school and Team Freestyle classes.
Exact details are still being decided but watch for news

as we will be releasing information about this event
soon! 
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CHANGES TO 
TESTING 

PROCEDURES
After receiving feedback from our families, we are
currently looking into ways to streamline our Rec

testing procedures. These changes aim to make the
testing process easier for coaches and allow parents
to have more up to date information about how their

child is progressing. These changes are still in
development but we will give you more information as

soon as it’s available. 



IMPORTANT REMINDERS
• Please ensure that athletes remove any jewelry,

watches or Fitbit’s before starting class 
• At the end of the term each child finished their skills
testing. If your child has moved up a level, you will not
need to do anything in regards to changing class. It is
all done by us, so no need to worry! The only time you

will be contacted is if they need to progress to a 2
hour+ class or you wish to change days. 

• At the end of all 4-5 classes athletes will be taken
upstairs, the emergency exit door will be opened and
allow you to exit without having to go down the front

stairs. Parents must wait upstairs for their child rather
than in the foyer or on the stairs. This will further

reduce congestion during the peak 5pm changeover. 

We are looking forward to seeing you all in term 3. 
Thanks, 

Bridget and Josh


